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Description

[0001] The invention concerns a map display method which can be used in a geographic information system (GIS),
or similar system, for example a telecommunication network optimization graphical system. A GIS is a computer tool
used to organize and present spatially referenced alphanumerical data, as well as to produce drawings and maps.
[0002] The role of a geographic information system is to propose a more or less realistic representation based on
graphic primitives such as points, vectors (arcs), polygons or grids (also known as rasters). Associated with these
primitives are attribute information such as the nature of the primitive (road, railway, forest, etc.) or any other contextual
information (number of inhabitants, type or surface area of a commune for example).
[0003] A geographic information system is used to handle databases for flat or three-dimensional geographic data.
A geographic table consists of a traditional table (comprising tabular fields of the type string, number, Boolean, date),
which is however enhanced with a specific "geographic object" field containing the value of a geo-positioned geographic
object (in practice, it is a data structure comprising the type of object and the list of its X, Y and if applicable Z coordinates).
Three main types of geographic objects are handled: points, polylines (pecked lines) or polygons.
[0004] The three types of objects handled each have their benefits for modeling reality and representing real objects:
a point can represent a tree, an inhabitant, a site; a polyline can represent a circulation path (sewer, street, road,
motorway, railway, etc.) or any kind of transmission line (high-voltage cable, pipeline). Polygons, meanwhile, can be
used to mark specific regions and zones (boundaries of administrative communes, park, suburb, business park, etc.).
A geographic information system is therefore used to represent the existing geographic infrastructures and environment:
communes, streets, departments, regions, or even mountain ranges (in the form of datum lines).
[0005] Specific analysis features also allow classifications to be produced on a table, and objects to be automatically
assigned a specific graphic display format depending on the classification values. The data associated with the objects
present in the tables displayed can be read when required, by clicking on the object which appears on the map.
[0006] There are two possible representation methods:

- vectorial (vector format): objects are represented by points, lines, polygons or polygons with holes;
- bitmap (raster format): this is a digitized image, drawing or photo displayed in the GIS as an image.

[0007] A system of geographic coordinates (spherical or projective) is used to reference the objects in space and
position all of the objects in relation to the others. The objects are generally arranged in layers, each layer combining
all homogeneous objects (building, rivers, road system, parcels, etc.).
[0008] A geographic information system is also used to represent the infrastructure data specific to a given sector.
For example, a telecommunications operator may show its sites and its fiber optic links, or show mobile telephony base
stations, with their coverage areas. Displaying this information in the form of a map allows the operator to understand
more easily the state of the network, and therefore to manage the network to optimize the use of resources and the
quality of the service.
[0009] A geographic information system offers the user a whole range of display management functions: the zoom
and horizontal scroll functions are traditionally present on all geographic information systems. It is known to produce a
zoom function which replaces the current image of a map with another image with the same surface area but showing
a smaller (to see in greater detail) or larger (to see a larger region) land surface, depending on the choice of the user.
This is the equivalent of changing the scale of the whole map displayed.
[0010] It is also known to carry out a local zoom (also known as a magnifying function) which enlarges a portion of
the map displayed by displaying this portion, with a constant enlargement, above the initial image of the map, centering
it over the portion to be enlarged. This method has the disadvantage of hiding a portion of the initial image of the map,
the hidden surface being larger than the surface occupied by the portion to be enlarged in the initial image. For example,
if the portion to be enlarged is circular and if the enlargement is +100% (on both the x and y axes), a circular image is
embedded into the initial image with a radius twice that of the portion to be enlarged. As a result, the hidden surface is
four times larger than the surface of the portion to be enlarged. There is therefore, around the portion which is being
zoomed, a crown which is totally invisible and with a surface three times larger than the initial surface of the portion to
be enlarged. This hiding of the peripheral zone can be very problematic. Furthermore, the sudden change of scale at
the boundary of the enlarged portion creates a discontinuity which is highly prejudicial to the intelligibility of the objects
shown.
[0011] It is known to resolve this hiding problem and this discontinuity problem through a nonlinear display method.
[0012] The thesis of T. Alan Keahey, Nonlinear Magnification, PhD thesis, Department of Computer Science, Indiana
University, December 1997, describes different nonlinear display methods used to locally carry out a zoom enlarging a
portion of a map, without hiding anything on the periphery of this portion, thanks to the fact that a zone located at the
periphery of this portion to be enlarged is reduced, such that it compensates for the increased display surface of the
portion to be enlarged.
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[0013] This document also shows that such a display method can be controlled dynamically by geographic data, for
example to enlarge a portion of a map showing road traffic, in order to highlight a road on which traffic measures have
revealed the formation of a traffic jam, or to enlarge several portions of the same map showing air traffic, in order to
highlight portions where air traffic is particularly heavy.

Figure 1 shows a method, known by this thesis, for enlarging a circular portion in a map represented in diagram
form by a checkerboard. An enlargement (enlargement value greater than 100%), roughly constant, is applied to
the center of the portion to be enlarged, while a reduction (enlargement value lower than 100%), highly nonlinear,
is applied to the periphery of the portion to be enlarged. More precisely, this known method involves displaying the
so-called peripheral portion, located on the periphery of the portion to be enlarged, by applying respective enlarge-
ment ratios with values lower than 100% to certain elements of that peripheral portion, and such that the combination
of the display surface of the peripheral portion and the display surface of the portion to be enlarged occupies, in the
new image of the map, a surface equal to that of the combination of the display surface of the portion to be enlarged
and the display surface of the peripheral portion in the original image of the map.
Figure 2 shows a perspective view of a grid in which the vertical coordinate of each point represents an enlargement
value used for the example of figure 1. A peak can be seen with a flat circular summit, and with a base surrounded
by a circular valley. The vertical coordinate of the flat part surrounding this valley represents the initial enlargement
(100%) of the map. The vertical coordinate of the flat summit represents the enlargement applied to the enlarged
portion of the map. The valley corresponds to enlargement values lower than 100%, in other words achieving a
reduction. The vertical coordinate of the bottom of the valley represents the minimum enlargement value, which
corresponds to the highest reduction. On the external flank of the valley, the enlargement passes continuously from
the initial value (100%) to the minimum value. On the internal flank, the enlargement passes progressively from the
minimum value to the initial value (100%) constituting the base of the peak.
Figure 3 shows a perspective view of the same grid, superimposed with the map represented in diagram form by
a checkerboard.
Figure 4 shows an actual map, from the Washington subway network, on which such a known method has been
applied to enlarge a circular portion located at the center of the map. The objects located at the periphery of the
enlarged portion are reduced. This figure shows that there is no hidden zone, and no discontinuity of the objects
represented. A slight blur is applied to the peripheral zone to mark the boundary between the enlarged portion and
the non-enlarged portion of the map. It should be noted that, despite the absence of hiding, there is a loss of
information in the peripheral zone since the screen and the eye do not have an infinite resolution ability: the subway
stations located in the peripheral zone are visible, however their names are not legible due to the distortion and the
reduction in the size of the characters.

[0014] The document HONGZHI SONG ET AL: "LensList: Browsing and Navigating Long Linear Information Structures
HUMAN INTERFACE AND THE MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION. METHODS, TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS IN
INFORMATION DESIGN; [LECTURE NOTES IN COMPUTER SCIENCE], SPRINGER BERLIN HEIDELBERG, BER-
LIN, HEIDELBERG, vol. 4557, 22 July 2007 (2007-07-22), pages 535-543, XP019064238 ISBN: 978-3-540-73344-7 *
Figs. 1-3, pages 537-539 * describes a method for displaying a list of words (constituting a menu for example), which
provides a magnifying effect on a central portion of this list, without hiding the upper portion or the lower portion of this
list, thus guaranteeing the legibility of all the words of the list. It involves enlarging the font of the words in the central
portion to be enlarged and reducing the font of the words in the upper portion and in the lower portion. The size of the
font increases linearly from the top of the list displayed towards the center of the list displayed, then decreases linearly
from the center towards the end of the list displayed. The maximum size and the minimum size are chosen by the user.
[0015] A disadvantage of the known methods is that all the objects located in the peripheral portion surrounding the
enlarged portion have a reduced size. Choosing the correct enlargement in this peripheral portion can ensure the legibility
of all the objects located in this peripheral portion. However, an important object located in the peripheral portion may
pass unnoticed since the legibility is reduced. This may be serious if this object is a symbol indicating an alarm, or any
other event which may appear unpredictably.
[0016] One aim of the invention is to propose a map display method which simultaneously allows the enlargement of
a main portion of a map, without hiding the peripheral portion, and the increased visibility of an object representing an
event which appears in this peripheral portion, without hiding the peripheral portion.
[0017] The aim of the invention is a map display method allowing the display of a portion of a map to be enlarged,
without hiding another portion of this map, comprising the following stages:

- displaying a first portion to be enlarged by applying respective enlargement ratios greater than 100%, with a 100%
ratio corresponding to the initial display, to at least some elements of that portion,

- displaying a first peripheral portion located on the periphery of the first portion to be enlarged,
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- applying, at least to some elements of that peripheral portion, respective enlargement ratios with values lower than
100% and such that the combination of the display surface of the peripheral portion and the display surface of the
portion to be enlarged occupies, in the new image of the map, a surface equal to that of the combination of the
display surface of the portion to be enlarged and the display surface of the peripheral portion in the original image
of the map;

- choosing the minimum value of the enlargement ratio to be applied to the elements of the peripheral zone so as to
leave the essential details of the map visible;

- then determining all of the values of the enlargement ratio to be applied respectively to the elements of the peripheral
portion, in such a way that these values are at least equal to the minimum value chosen in this way;

- and determining all of the values of the enlargement ratio, to be applied respectively to the elements of the portion
to be enlarged, such that the combination of the display surface of the peripheral portion and the display surface of
the portion to be enlarged occupies in the new image a surface equal to that of the combination of the display surface
of the portion to be enlarged and the display surface of the peripheral portion in the original image of the map;
characterized in that it further involves:

- detecting an event which appears in said first peripheral portion, and then:
- defining a second portion to be enlarged, centered on the position of this event,
- defining a second peripheral zone associated with this second portion to be enlarged,
- displaying the second portion to be enlarged by applying respective enlargement ratios greater than 100% to

at least some elements of that portion, so as to make the event more legible,
- and displaying the second peripheral portion by applying respective enlargement ratios lower than 100% to at

least some elements of that portion, determining the enlargement ratios to be applied respectively to the elements
which make up the combination of the surfaces displaying the first and the second peripheral portion, through
stages involving:

- selecting the minimum value of the enlargement ratio to be applied to the elements of the combination of the
surfaces displaying the first and the second peripheral portion;

- then determining all of the values of the enlargement ratio to be applied respectively to the elements of the
combination of surfaces displaying the first and second peripheral portion, in such a way that these values are
at least equal to the minimum value chosen in this way;

- - and determining all of the values of the enlargement ratio to be applied respectively to the elements of
the first and the second portion to be enlarged, in such a way that the combination of the surfaces displaying
the first and the second peripheral portion, of the surface displaying the first portion to be enlarged, and of
the surface displaying the second portion to be enlarged, occupies in the new image a surface equal to
that of the combination of the first portion to be enlarged, the second portion to be enlarged, the first
peripheral portion and the second peripheral portion, in the original image of the map.

[0018] The method characterized in this way provides both a magnifying effect on the main portion, and a magnifying
effect on at least one small object which is located in the peripheral portion, without hiding any of the map, since it
displays the second peripheral portion by applying, at least to certain elements of this portion, respective enlargement
ratios lower than 100% so as to save surface area to avoid hiding a portion of the map.
[0019] For example, if the map shows a telecommunication network with small symbols appearing to indicate alarms,
a user can easily read the symbols of the alarms which appear in the peripheral zone, without hiding any of the map.
[0020] The invention also has the objective of providing a programmable device comprising storage means on which
a program is saved, said program comprising instructions which, when run by a computer, carry out the stages of the
method according to the invention.
[0021] The invention also has the objective of providing storage means on which a program is saved comprising
instructions which, when run on a programmable device, carry out the stages of the method according to the invention.
[0022] The invention will be better understood and other characteristics will appear with the help of the description
below and the accompanying figures:

- Figure 1, described previously, illustrates a method, known to the thesis mentioned above, for enlarging a circular
portion in a map represented in diagram form by a checkerboard.

- Figure 2, described previously, shows a perspective view of a grid in which the vertical coordinate of each point
represents a value of the enlargement ratio.

- Figure 3, described previously, shows a perspective view of the same grid, superimposed with a map represented
by a checkerboard.

- Figure 4, described previously, shows an actual map, from the Washington subway network, on which such a known
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method has been applied to enlarge a circular portion located at the center of the map.
- Figure 5 shows the enlargement ratio graph in a first example of the implementation of a method to enlarge a portion

of a map.
- Figure 6 shows in diagram form the original image of a map, for this first example.
- Figure 7 shows in diagram form the locally enlarged image of this same map, for this first example.
- Figure 8 shows in diagram form the original image of a second map, to illustrate a second example of the imple-

mentation of a method to enlarge a portion of a map.
- Figure 9 shows the enlargement ratio graph in this second example, and illustrates the visual effect obtained.
- Figure 10 shows in diagram form the locally enlarged image of this second map, for this second example, indicating

the values of the enlargement ratio, chosen for various zones of a portion to be enlarged and various zones of a
peripheral portion.

- Figure 11 shows in diagram form the locally enlarged image of a third map, for a first example of the implementation
of the method according to the invention, where there is additional local enlargement controlled dynamically by an
event.

- Figure 12 illustrates the visual effect obtained in this first example of the implementation of the method according
to the invention.

- Figure 13 shows an example of an enlargement method for the implementation of the method according to the
invention.

- Figure 14 shows the graph of a first example of the enlargement function for the implementation of the method
according to the invention.

- Figure 15 shows the graph of a second example of the enlargement function for the implementation of the method
according to the invention.

- Figure 16 shows the graph of a third example of the enlargement function for the implementation of the method
according to the invention.

[0023] A first example of the implementation of a method for enlarging a portion of a map is illustrated by figures 5 to
7. Figure 6 shows in diagram form the original image C1 of a map, on a computer screen. A user wishes to locally
enlarge this image, by enlarging a portion, said to be the portion to be enlarged, which occupies a surface SPA1 in the
original image C1.
[0024] Figure 5 shows the graph of the enlargement ratio T1 in different portions of the original image C1. The image
elements concerned for this graph are located on a straight line XX passing through the center O of the surface SPA1
of the portion to be enlarged. In this example, the graph would be the same for any other straight line passing through
the center O.
[0025] Figure 7 shows in diagram form the image C1’ obtained by locally enlarging the image C1. The portion to be
enlarged is enlarged by displaying it, in the new image C1’, over a surface SPA1’ larger than the surface SPA1. The
elements of this portion to be enlarged are enlarged with respective enlargement ratios which are all greater than a
value G2, greater than 100%, with a ratio of 100% corresponding to the original display. The ratio passes via a maximum
G3 to the center of the portion to be enlarged.
[0026] In order to allow the display of this surface SPA1’ without hiding another portion of the image, a so-called
peripheral zone, SPP1, located on the periphery of the surface SPA1 of the portion to be enlarged in the original image
C1 is displayed over a surface SPP1’, in the new image C1’, such that the combination of the surface SPP1’ and the
surface SPA1’ occupies, in the new image C1’, a surface equal to that of the combination of the surface SPA1 and the
surface SPP1 in the original image C1.
[0027] To avoid any discontinuity in the visual effect, the enlargement ratio along the line XX varies continuously from
a ratio of 100%, applied to the elements of the peripheral portion SPP1 which are furthest from the portion to be enlarged
SPA1, until the ratio G2 applied to the elements of the portion to be enlarged SPA1, which are at the boundary with the
peripheral portion SPP1, passing via values lower than 100%, in particular a minimum value G1.
[0028] This minimum value G1 is chosen so that a user can still read certain important items represented on the map,
for example symbols indicating alarms; then all of the other values of the enlargement ratio to be applied respectively
to the elements of the peripheral zone SPP1 are determined such that:

- the combination of the surface SPP1’ and the surface SPA1’ occupies, in the new image C1’, a surface equal to
that of the combination of the surface SPA1 and the surface SPP1 in the original image C1;

- and that the ratio varies continuously from the ratio of 100% to a ratio G2 applied to an element of the portion to be
enlarged SPA1 which is at the boundary with the peripheral portion SPP1, passing via a single extremum which is
said minimum value G1.

[0029] Either the user chooses the respective sizes of the surfaces SPP1 and SPA1, and then the choice of the
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minimum value G1 imposes the maximum value G3 for the enlargement ratio in the portion to be enlarged.
[0030] Or the user chooses the maximum value G3 for the portion to be enlarged, and then the choice of the value
G1 imposes the maximum sizes of the surfaces SPP1 and SPA1.
[0031] Figure 8 shows in diagram form the original image of a second map, for a second example of the implementation
of a method to enlarge a portion of a map. On this map, buildings are represented, seen from above, by rectangles. A
portion to be enlarged which occupies a surface SPA2, and a peripheral portion which occupies a surface SPP2 are
considered in the original image. These two portions have a compact shape but which is not circular, to cover the zone
of most interest for a user. This user has selected the portion to be enlarged, using a pointing device such as a mouse.
[0032] Figure 9 shows the enlargement ratio graph in this second example, and illustrates the visual effect obtained.
The upper portion of the figure represents the enlargement ratio graph for the elements, from the original image, located
along a straight line AA passing approximately via the center of the surface SPA2 of the portion to be enlarged. The
enlargement ratio along the line AA varies continuously from a ratio of 100%, applied to the elements located outside
the portion to be enlarged SPA2 and outside the peripheral portion SPP2, up to a maximum value G5 applied uniformly
to all elements of the portion to be enlarged SPA2, passing via a minimum value G4.
[0033] This minimum value G4 is chosen so that a user can still read certain objects shown in the surface SPP2’ which
represents the peripheral portion SPP2, for example symbols indicating alarms. Then all of the other values of the
enlargement ratio to be applied respectively to the elements of the peripheral zone SPP2 are determined such that:

- the ratio varies continuously from the ratio of 100% up to the ratio G5 passing via a single extremum which is said
minimum value G4;

- and that the combination of the surface SPP2’ representing the peripheral portion and the surface SPA2’ representing
the portion to be enlarged occupies, in the new image, a surface equal to that of the combination of the surface
SPA2 and the surface SPP2 in the original image.

[0034] The center line represents a front view, in diagram form, of the buildings located in the surface SPA2 of the
portion to be enlarged, and the buildings located in the surface SPP2 of the peripheral portion, of the original image. In
these two surfaces, the buildings are visible with the same size since they are all displayed with the same enlargement
ratio of 100%.
[0035] The lower line represents a front view, in diagram form, of the buildings located in the surface SPA2’ of the
portion to be enlarged, and the buildings located in the surface SPP2’ of the peripheral portion, in the new image. In the
surface SPP2’ the buildings are displayed with a smaller size than in the surface SPA2’, but it can be noted that all the
buildings are visible, none are hidden due to the surface SPA2’ being larger than SPA2.
[0036] Figure 10 shows a variant of the implementation of this method for enlarging a portion of a map. It involves
breaking down a portion to be enlarged SPA3 into a plurality of zones with different enlargement ratios, 105%, 110%,
120%, and also breaking down a peripheral portion SPP3 into a plurality of zones with different enlargement ratios,
70%, 80%, 90%, 95%. The values of the enlargement ratio, respectively for the various zones, are chosen by a user
based on the interest of each zone.
[0037] This minimum value (70%) in the peripheral portion SPP3 is chosen so that a user can still read certain objects
shown on the map, for example symbols indicating alarms. After this minimum value is chosen, the other values are
chosen such that the combination of the display surface SPP3 of the peripheral portion and the display surface SPA3
of the portion to be enlarged occupies, in the new image, a surface equal to that of the combination of the display surface
of the portion to be enlarged and the display surface of the peripheral portion, in the original image of the map.
[0038] Figure 11 shows in diagram form the locally enlarged image of a third map. It illustrates a third example of the
implementation of this method for enlarging a portion of a map. According to this variant, there is an additional local
enlargement controlled dynamically by an event. This map represents buildings using rectangles, and the base stations
of a mobile telephony network using triangles.
[0039] A first portion to be enlarged (not shown) is displayed over a surface SPA4’ with an enlargement ratio greater
than 100%. A first peripheral portion (not shown) is displayed over a surface SPP4’. The first portion to be enlarged has
been limited by a user to cover a zone where there is a high density of base stations. The triangle representing the
station BS1 is indicated on this figure by way of example. An alarm in a base station is indicated by a change of color
or a flashing of the corresponding triangle.
[0040] The triangles which symbolize the base stations are displayed with a larger size in the enlarged portion SPA4’
than in the non-enlarged portion. However, the triangles are displayed with a smaller size in the peripheral portion SPP4’
than in the non-enlarged portion, since the enlargement ratio there is lower than 100% for most of the image elements.
To improve the visibility of the alarms in the peripheral portion, it is planned to detect each "Alarm" event in said peripheral
portion SPP4’, and then automatically define:

- a second portion to be enlarged SPA5, of a small size, and centered on the position of this event, the base station
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BS2 in this example;
- and a second peripheral zone SPP5 surrounding this second portion to be enlarged SPA5, and where the enlarge-

ment ratio is reduced so as to avoid hiding a portion of the map. This second peripheral zone SPP5 is defined
avoiding encroaching on the surface SPA4’ which displays the first portion to be enlarged, so as not to cause a
reduction in this portion which is of particular interest to the user.

[0041] Figure 12 represents the new image obtained in this third example. This third implementation example involves:

- displaying over a surface SPA5’ the second portion to be enlarged SPA5, displaying the elements of this portion
with respective enlargement ratios greater than 100%, preferably with the same ratio as for the first enlarged portion
SPA4’, so that the base station BS2 is then displayed with the same size as the base station BS1 which is in the
first enlarged portion SPA4’;

- and displaying over a surface SPP5’ the second peripheral portion SPP5, displaying the elements of this portion
with respective enlargement ratios such that no portion of the map is hidden.

[0042] The surface SPP5’ and the surface SPP4’ have common elements. They are then connected so as to form a
single surface SPP4’- SPP5’ where the values of the enlargement ratio are lower than 100%, and are smoothed to avoid
any discontinuities. The enlargement ratios are recalculated for all elements which make up the combination of the
surfaces SPP5’ and SPP4’ according to the stages involving:

- choosing the minimum value of the enlargement ratio to be applied to the elements of this surface SPP4’- SPP5’,
so that all the important elements of the map remain legible;

- then determining all of the values of the enlargement ratio to be applied respectively to the elements of this surface
SPP4’- SPP5’, in such a way that these values are at least equal to the minimum value chosen in this way;

- and determining all of the values of the enlargement ratio to be applied respectively to the elements of the first and
the second portion to be enlarged, in such a way that the combination of the surface SPP4’- SPP5’, the surface
SPA4’ and the surface SPA5’ occupies in the new image a surface equal to that of the combination of the first portion
to be enlarged, the second portion to be enlarged SPA5, the first peripheral portion and the second peripheral
portion SPP5, in the original image of the map.

[0043] Figure 13 shows an example of an enlargement method which may be used for the implementation of the
method according to the invention. Each point m of an image is identified by two polar coordinates: an angle α’ in relation
to a reference axis OX, and a distance x in relation to a reference point O. The enlargement for all points located at the
distance x from the reference point O is noted T(x).
[0044] In practice, an image element is not a point but rather a small surface with an elementary angular width dα’ .
After applying the enlargement T(x), the point m is represented by a point M which is located at the distance x. T(x),
and which still has the angular position α’ , and which still has the same elementary angular width dα’ seen from the
reference point O. The surface occupied by this point is multiplied by T(x)2.
[0045] To avoid hiding, the method employed involves determining all of the values of the enlargement ratio, to be
applied respectively to the elements of the portion to be enlarged, such that the combination of the display surface of
the peripheral portion and the display surface of the portion to be enlarged occupies in the new image a surface equal
to that of the combination of the display surface of the portion to be enlarged and the display surface of the peripheral
portion in the original image of the map.
[0046] In this example, the surfaces are calculated by integrating elementary surfaces along a radius starting from
the reference point O.
[0047] Figure 14 shows the graph of a first example T1 (x) of the enlargement function for the implementation of the
method according to the invention. The abscissa represents the distance x of an image point in relation to the reference
point O, and the ordinate represents the enlargement T1(x).
[0048] In this very simple example, the enlargement T1(x) has a constant value P (greater than 100%) for the portion
to be enlarged (distance x = 0 to Ip) and a constant value C (lower than 100 %) for the peripheral portion (distance x =
Ip to Ic), the value C being chosen at least equal to the pre-determined minimum value Tmin so that all the important
details remain visible.
[0049] Before using the zoom, the enlargement was 100% for all the points and in particular between the abscissas
0 and Ic.
[0050] The surface of the map is retained if the increase of the surface occupied to represent the abscissa points
lower than Ip is equal to the reduction in the surface occupied to represent the abscissa points between Ip and Ic.
[0051] For each radius with the angular position α’  (from 0 to 360 degrees) we therefore have:
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[0052] Hence, the constants P and C must be chosen such that:

(P-100). Ip = (100-C). (Ic-Ip)

[0053] Figure 15 shows the graph of a second example of the enlargement function T2(x) for the implementation of
the method according to the invention. In this example, the enlargement T2(x) has a constant value P (greater than
100%) for the portion to be enlarged (distance x = 0 to Ip) and a value varying linearly from C (lower than 100%) to
100% for the peripheral portion (distance x = Ip to Ic), the value C being chosen at least equal to the pre-determined
minimum value Tmin so that all the important details remain visible.

[0054] Before using the zoom, the enlargement was 100% for all the points and in particular between the abscissas
0 and Ic.
[0055] The surface of the map is retained if the increase of the surface occupied to represent the abscissa points
lower than Ip is equal to the reduction in the surface occupied to represent the abscissa points between Ip and Ic.
[0056] For each radius with the angular position α’  (from 0 to 360 degrees) we therefore have:

[0057] Hence, the constants P and C must be chosen such that:

[0058] Figure 16 shows the graph of a third example T3(x) of the enlargement function for the implementation of the
method according to the invention. In this example, the enlargement T2(x) is a function of any form (but its value remains
greater than 100%) for the portion to be enlarged (distance x = 0 to Ip) and is another function of any form (but its value
remains lower than 100%) for the peripheral portion (distance x = Ip to Ic), the minimum value being chosen at least
equal to the pre-determined minimum value Tmin so that all the important details remain visible.
[0059] Before using the zoom, the enlargement was 100% for all the points and in particular between the abscissas
0 and Ic.
[0060] The surface of the map is retained if the increase of the surface occupied to represent the abscissa points
lower than Ip is equal to the reduction in the surface occupied to represent the abscissa points between Ip and Ic.
[0061] For each radius with the angular position α’  (from 0 to 360 degrees) we therefore need:

[0062] The function T3(x) is therefore chosen for each radius with an angular position α’ , such that this condition is
met. It is perfectly possible to choose a slightly different T3(x) function for each value of α’ , so long as this condition is
met for each value of α’ .
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Claims

1. Map display method allowing the display of a portion of a map to be enlarged, without hiding another portion of this
map, comprising the following stages:

- displaying (SPA4’) a first portion to be enlarged by applying respective enlargement ratios (G2 to G3) greater
than 100%, with a 100% ratio corresponding to the initial display, to at least some elements of that portion,
- displaying (SPP4’) a first peripheral portion located on the periphery of the first portion to be enlarged,
- applying, at least to some elements of that peripheral portion, respective enlargement ratios with values lower
than 100% and such that the combination of the display surface (SPP4’) of the peripheral portion and the display
surface (SPA4’) of the portion to be enlarged occupies, in the new image of the map (C1’), a surface equal to
that of the combination of the display surface of the portion to be enlarged and the display surface of the
peripheral portion in the original image of the map;
- choosing the minimum value (G1) of the enlargement ratio to be applied to the elements of the peripheral
zone so as to leave the essential details of the map visible;
- then determining all of the values of the enlargement ratio to be applied respectively to the elements of the
peripheral portion, in such a way that these values are at least equal to the minimum value (G1) chosen in this way;
- and determining all of the values of the enlargement ratio, to be applied respectively to the elements of the
portion to be enlarged, such that the combination of the display surface (SPP4’) of the peripheral portion and
the display surface (SPA4’) of the portion to be enlarged occupies in the new image a surface equal to that of
the combination of the display surface of the portion to be enlarged and the display surface of the peripheral
portion in the original image of the map;
- detecting an event which appears in said first peripheral portion (SPP4’), and then:
- defining a second portion to be enlarged (SPA5), centered on the position (BS2) of this event,
- defining a second peripheral zone (SPP5) associated with this second portion to be enlarged,
- displaying (SPA5’) the second portion to be enlarged (SPA5) by applying respective enlargement ratios greater
than 100% to at least some elements of that portion, so as to make the event more legible,
- and displaying (SPP5’) the second peripheral portion (SPP5) by applying respective enlargement ratios lower
than 100% to at least some elements of that portion, determining the enlargement ratios to be applied respectively
to the elements which make up the combination of the surfaces displaying the first and the second peripheral
portion (SPP4’-SPP5), through stages involving:
- selecting the minimum value of the enlargement ratio to be applied to the elements of the combination of the
surfaces displaying the first and the second peripheral portion (SPP4’-SPP5’);
- then determining all of the values of the enlargement ratio to be applied respectively to the elements of the
combination of the surfaces displaying the first and second peripheral portion (SPP4’-SPP5’), in such a way
that these values are at least equal to the minimum value chosen in this way;

- - and determining all the values of the enlargement ratio to be applied respectively to the elements of the
first and the second portion to be enlarged, in such a way that the combination of the surfaces displaying
the first and the second peripheral portion (SPP4-SPP5’), of the surface (SPA4’) displaying the first portion
to be enlarged, and of the surface (SPA5’) displaying the second portion to be enlarged, occupies in the
new image a surface equal to that of the combination of the first portion to be enlarged, the second portion
to be enlarged (SPA5), the first peripheral portion and the second peripheral portion (SPP5), in the original
image of the map.

2. Method according to claim 1 which, to determine all of the values of the enlargement ratio to be applied respectively
to the elements of a portion to be enlarged (SPA3), also involves breaking down the portion to be enlarged (SPA3)
into a plurality of zones with different enlargement ratios, 105%, 110%, 120%.

3. Method according to claim 1 which, to determine all of the values of the enlargement ratio to be applied respectively
to the elements of a peripheral portion (SPP3), also involves breaking down said peripheral portion (SPP3) into a
plurality of zones with different enlargement ratios, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%.

4. Method according to claim 1 which, to display (SPP1’) a peripheral portion (SPP1) located on the periphery of a
portion to be enlarged (SPA1), involves displaying the elements of this portion with respective enlargement ratios
varying continuously from a ratio of 100%, applied to the elements of the peripheral portion (SPP1) which are furthest
from the portion to be enlarged (SPA1), until a ratio (G2) applied to an element, of the portion to be enlarged (SPA1),
which is at the boundary with the peripheral portion (SPP1), passing via values of lower than 100%, such that the
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combination of the display surface (SPP1’) of the peripheral portion and of the display surface (SPA1’) of the portion
to be enlarged occupies, in the new image of the map (C1’), a surface equal to that of the combination of the display
surface (SPA1) of the portion to be enlarged and of the display surface (SPP1) of the peripheral portion in the original
image of the map (C1).

5. Programmable device comprising storage means on which a program is saved, this program comprising instructions
which, when executed, carry out the stages of the method according to one of claims 1 to 4.

6. Storage means on which a program is saved comprising instructions which, when executed on a programmable
device, carry out the stages of the method according to one of claims 1 to 4.

Patentansprüche

1. Kartenanzeigeverfahren zum Anzeigen eines zu vergrößernden Abschnitts einer Karte, ohne einen anderen Ab-
schnitt dieser Karte auszublenden, die folgenden Schritte umfassend:

- Anzeigen (SPA4’) eines ersten zu vergrößernden Abschnitts durch Anwenden entsprechender Vergröße-
rungsfaktoren (G2 bis G3) von über 100%, wobei ein Faktor von 100% der ursprünglichen Anzeige entspricht,
auf zumindest einige Elemente dieses Abschnitts,
- Anzeigen (SPP4’) eines ersten Umfangsabschnitts, der sich an der Peripherie des ersten zu vergrößernden
Abschnitts befindet,
- Anwenden, zumindest auf einige Elemente dieses Umfangsabschnitts, entsprechender Vergrößerungsfakto-
ren mit Werten unter 100%, so dass die Kombination der Anzeigefläche (SPP4’) des Umfangsabschnitts und
der Anzeigefläche (SPA4’) des zu vergrößernden Abschnitts in der neuen Abbildung der Karte (C1’) eine Fläche
belegt, welche der Fläche der Kombination der Anzeigefläche des zu vergrößernden Abschnitts und der An-
zeigefläche des Umfangsabschnitts im Originalbild der Karte entspricht;
- Auswählen des Mindestwertes (G1) des auf die Elemente des Umfangsbereichs anzuwendenden Vergröße-
rungsfaktors, so dass die wesentlichen Details der Karte sichtbar bleiben;
- anschließendes Bestimmen aller Werte des jeweils auf die Elemente des Umfangsabschnitts anzuwendenden
Vergrößerungsfaktors, so dass diese Werte mindestens gleich dem auf diese Weise gewählten Mindestwert
(G1) sind;
- und Bestimmen aller Werte des jeweils auf die Elemente des zu vergrößernden Abschnitts anzuwendenden
Vergrößerungsfaktors, so dass die Kombination der Anzeigefläche (SPP4’) des Umfangsabschnitts und die
Anzeigefläche (SPA4’) des zu vergrößernden Abschnitts in dem neuen Bild eine Fläche belegt, die der Fläche
der Kombination der Anzeigefläche des zu vergrößernden Abschnitts und der Anzeigefläche des Umfangsab-
schnitts in dem ursprünglichen Bild der Karte entspricht;
- Erkennen eines Ereignisses, welches in dem besagten ersten Umfangsabschnitt (SPP4’) erscheint, und an-
schließend:
- Definieren eines sich mittig auf der Position (BS2) dieses Ereignisses befindenden zweiten zu vergrößernden
Abschnitts (SPA5),
- Definieren eines zweiten Umfangsbereichs (SPP5), welcher mit diesem zweiten zu vergrößernden Abschnitt
assoziiert ist,
- Anzeigen (SPA5’) des zweiten zu vergrößernden Anschnitts (SPA5) durch Anwenden jeweiliger Vergröße-
rungsfaktoren von über 100% auf zumindest einige Elemente dieses Abschnitts, so dass das Ereignis lesbarer
ist,
- und Anzeigen (SPP5’) des zweiten Umfangsabschnitts (SPP5) durch Anwenden jeweiliger Vergrößerungs-
faktoren von unter 100% auf zumindest einige Elemente dieses Abschnitts, Bestimmen der Vergrößerungsfak-
toren, die jeweils auf die Elemente, welche die Kombination der Flächen, die den ersten und den zweiten
Umfangsabschnitt (SPP4’-SPP5’) ausmachen, anzuwenden sind, in Schritten, die umfassen:
- Auswählen des Mindestwerts des Vergrößerungsfaktors, welcher auf die Elemente der Kombination der Flä-
chen, die den ersten und den zweiten Umfangsabschnitt (SPP4’-SPP5’) anzeigen, anzuwenden ist;
- anschließendes Bestimmen aller Werte des jeweils auf die Elemente der Kombination der Flächen, welche
den ersten und den zweiten Umfangsabschnitt (SPP4’-SPP5’) anzeigen, anzuwendenden Vergrößerungsfak-
tors, so dass diese Werte mindestens gleich dem auf diese Weise gewählten Mindestwert sind;
- und Bestimmen aller Werte des jeweils auf die Elemente des zu vergrößernden ersten und zweiten Abschnitts
anzuwendenden Vergrößerungsfaktors, so dass die Kombination der Flächen, welche den ersten und den
zweiten Umfangsabschnitt (SPP4’-SPP5’), der Fläche (SPA4’), welche den ersten zu vergrößernden Abschnitt
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anzeigt, und der Fläche (SPA5’), welche den zweiten zu vergrößernden Abschnitt anzeigt, in dem neuen Bild
eine Fläche belegt, welche der Fläche der Kombination des ersten zu vergrößernden Abschnitts, des zweiten
zu vergrößernden Abschnitts (SPA5), des ersten Umfangsabschnitts und des zweiten Umfangsabschnitts
(SPP5) in dem ursprünglichen Bild der Karte entspricht.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, welches, um alle der Werte des jeweils auf die Elemente eines zu vergrößernden
Abschnitts (SPA3) anzuwendenden Vergrößerungsfaktors zu bestimmen, ebenfalls das Aufgliedern des zu vergrö-
ßernden Abschnitts (SPA3) in eine Mehrzahl von Zonen mit verschiedenen Vergrößerungsfaktoren, 105%, 110%,
120%, einbezieht.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, welches, um alle der Werte des jeweils auf die Elemente eines Umfangsabschnitts
(SPP3) anzuwendenden Vergrößerungsfaktors zu bestimmen, ebenfalls das Aufgliedern des besagten Umfangs-
abschnitts (SPP3) in eine Mehrzahl von Zonen mit verschiedenen Vergrößerungsfaktoren, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%,
einbezieht.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, welches, um einen Umfangsabschnitt (SPP1) auf der Peripherie eines zu vergrößernden
Abschnitts (SPA1) anzuzeigen (SPP1’), das Anzeigen der Elemente dieses Abschnitts mit jeweiligen Vergröße-
rungsfaktoren, die fortlaufend von einem Faktor von 100%, welcher auf diejenigen Elemente des Umfangsabschnitts
(SPP1), die am weitesten von dem zu vergrößernden Abschnitt (SPA1) entfernt sind, angewendet wird, bis zu einem
Faktor (G2), welcher auf ein Element des zu vergrößernden Abschnitts (SPA1), der sich an der Grenze mit dem
Umfangsabschnitt (SPP1) befindet, angewendet wird, wobei Werte von unter 100% passiert werden, einbezieht,
so dass die Kombination der Anzeigefläche (SPP1’) des Umfangsabschnitts und der Anzeigefläche (SPA1’) des zu
vergrößernden Abschnitts in dem neuen Bild der Karte (C1’) eine Fläche belegt, welche der Fläche der Kombination
der Anzeigefläche (SPA1) des zu vergrößernden Abschnitts und der Anzeigefläche (SPP1) des Umfangsabschnitts
in dem ursprünglichen Bild der Karte (C1) entspricht.

5. Programmierbare Vorrichtung mit Speichermitteln, auf welchen ein Programm gespeichert ist, wobei dieses Pro-
gramm Befehle umfasst, welche bei der Ausführung des Programms die Schritte des Verfahrens gemäß einem
beliebigen der Ansprüche 1 bis 4 durchführen.

6. Speichermittel, auf welchen ein Programm gespeichert ist, wobei das Programm Befehle umfasst, welche, wenn
es auf einer programmierbaren Vorrichtung ausgeführt wird, die Schritte des Verfahrens gemäß einem beliebigen
der Ansprüche 1 bis 4 durchführen.

Revendications

1. Procédé d’affichage d’une carte permettant d’afficher une portion d’une carte à grossir sans masquer une autre
portion de cette carte, comprenant les étapes suivantes :

- Affichage (SPA4’) d’une première portion à grossir en appliquant des rapports de grossissement respectifs
(G2 à G3) supérieurs à 100 %, un rapport de 100 % correspondant à l’affichage initial, à au moins certains
éléments de cette portion,
- Affichage (SPP4’) d’une première portion périphérique située sur la périphérie de la première portion à grossir,
- Application, au moins à certains éléments de cette portion périphérique, des rapports de grossissement
respectifs ayant des valeurs inférieures à 100 % et de telle sorte que la combinaison de la surface affichée
(SPP4’) de la portion périphérique et la surface affichée (SPA4’) de la portion à grossir occupe, dans la nouvelle
image de la carte (C1’), une surface égale à celle de la combinaison de la surface affichée de la portion à grossir
et la surface affichée de la portion périphérique dans l’image originale de la carte ;
- Choix d’une valeur minimale (G1) du rapport de grossissement à appliquer aux éléments de la zone périphé-
rique de manière à laisser les détails essentiels de la carte visibles ;
- puis détermination de toutes les valeurs du rapport de grossissement à appliquer respectivement aux éléments
de la portion périphérique, de telle sorte que ces valeurs sont au moins égales à la valeur minimale (G1) choisie
de cette manière ;
- et détermination de toutes les valeurs du rapport de grossissement à appliquer respectivement aux éléments
de la portion à grossir, de telle sorte que la combinaison de la surface affichée (SPP4’) de la portion périphérique
et de la surface affichée (SPA4’) de la portion à grossir occupe dans la nouvelle image une surface égale à
celle de la combinaison de la surface affichée de la portion à grossir et de la surface affichée de la portion
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périphérique dans l’image originale de la carte ;
- Détection d’un événement qui apparaît dans ladite première portion périphérique (SPP4’), puis :
- Définition d’une deuxième portion à grossir (SPA5), centrée sur la position (BS2) de cet événement,
- Définition d’une deuxième zone périphérique (SPP5) associée à cette deuxième portion à grossir,
- Affichage (SPA5’) de la deuxième portion à grossir (SPA5) en appliquant des rapports de grossissement
respectifs supérieurs à 100 % à au moins certains éléments de cette portion, de manière à rendre l’événement
plus lisible,
- et Affichage (SPP5’) de la deuxième portion périphérique (SPP5) en appliquant des rapports de grossissement
respectifs inférieurs à 100 % à au moins certains éléments de cette portion, la détermination des rapports de
grossissement à appliquer respectivement aux éléments qui constituent la combinaison des surfaces qui affi-
chent la première et la deuxième portions périphériques (SPP4’-SPP5’) s’effectuant par des étapes impliquant :
- Sélection de la valeur minimale du rapport de grossissement à appliquer aux éléments de la combinaison de
surfaces affichant la première et la deuxième portions périphériques (SPP4’-SPP5’) ;
- puis Détermination de toutes les valeurs du rapport de grossissement à appliquer respectivement aux éléments
de la combinaison de surfaces affichant la première et la deuxième portions périphériques (SPP4’-SPP5’) de
telle sorte que ces valeurs sont au moins égales à la valeur minimale choisie de cette manière ;
- et Détermination de toutes les valeurs du rapport de grossissement à appliquer respectivement aux éléments
de la première et de la deuxième portions à grossir de telle sorte que la combinaison des surfaces affichant la
première et la deuxième portions périphériques (SPP4’-SPP5’), de la surface (SPA4’) affichant la première
portion à grossir et de la surface (SPA5’) affichant la deuxième portion à grossir, occupe dans la nouvelle image
une surface égale à celle de la combinaison de la première portion à grossir, de la deuxième portion à grossir
(SPA5), de la première portion périphérique et de la deuxième portion périphérique (SPP5), dans l’image
originale de la carte.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1 dans lequel la détermination de toutes les valeurs du rapport de grossissement
à appliquer respectivement aux éléments d’une portion à grossir (SPA3) implique également la décomposition de
la portion à grossir (SPA3) en une pluralité de zones avec des rapports de grossissement différents, 105 %, 110
%, 120%.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 dans lequel la détermination de toutes les valeurs du rapport de grossissement
à appliquer respectivement aux éléments d’une portion périphérique (SPP3) implique également la décomposition
de ladite portion périphérique (SPP3) en une pluralité de zones avec des rapports de grossissement différents, 70
%, 80 %, 90 %, 95 %.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1 dans lequel l’affichage (SPP1’) d’une portion périphérique (SPP1) qui se trouve
sur la périphérie d’une portion à grossir (SPA1) implique l’affichage des éléments de cette portion avec des rapports
de grossissement respectifs qui varient continuellement d’un rapport de 100 %, appliqué aux éléments de la portion
périphérique (SPP1) qui se trouvent le plus loin de la portion à grossir (SPA1), à un rapport (G2) appliqué à un
élément de la portion à grossir (SPA1) qui se trouve à la frontière avec la portion périphérique (SPP1), en passant
par des valeurs inférieures à 100 % de telle sorte que la combinaison de la surface affichée (SPP1’) de la portion
périphérique et de la surface affichée (SPA1’) de la portion à grossir occupe, dans la nouvelle image de la carte
(C1’), une surface égale à celle de la combinaison de la surface affichée (SPA1) de la portion à grossir et de la
surface affichée (SPP1) de la portion périphérique dans l’image originale de la carte (C1).

5. Appareil programmable comprenant des moyens de stockage sur lesquels est enregistré un programme, ce pro-
gramme comprenant des instructions qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées, accomplissent les étapes du procédé selon
l’une des revendications 1 à 4.

6. Moyens de stockage sur lesquels est enregistré un programme comprenant des instructions qui, lorsqu’elles sont
exécutées sur un appareil programmable, accomplissent les étapes du procédé selon l’une des revendications 1 à 4.
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